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Release Notes: 
GRANTA MI Version 10.0 Update 3 

October 2017  

This document will help existing customers to understand what’s in this update and whether you should 
install it.  Installing an update is optional. 

Granta Design distributes regular updates for GRANTA MI major versions (Version 10.0, Version 9.0, and 
so on). GRANTA MI updates are cumulative – each update includes all previous updates – so you only 
need to install the latest one to get your system up to date. Updates typically contain performance 
improvements, bug fixes, and other minor improvements.    

GRANTA MI update releases are distributed in two forms: 

• As a full product installation package for new systems or for upgrades from MI Version 9.0 or 
earlier. This is installed from the installation media (InstallationCD) and includes all updates to 
date.   

• As MSP patch files, for installing updates to existing MI Version 10 installations. 

See Section 4, Installing this release for more information. 

1 How can installing this release help you? 

This release includes new features, changes, or improvements in the following areas: 

• Users who run analysis reports (“Custom Reports”), especially long-running reports, will benefit 
from some significant new functionality; see section 2.1.  

• Users who need to plot, chart, export, or report on large numbers of records can now paste a list 
of records into the clipboard from a text file or spreadsheet without complex JSON formatting; 
see section 2.2. 

• MI Admins can now configure access to analysis reports installed in the Service Layer from the 
Admin page in MI:Viewer as well as from the MI:Viewer Configuration tool; see section 2.3. 

• MI Admins will now see a reminder in MI:Viewer about upcoming license key expiration; see 
section 2.4. 

In addition, this update includes over 80 bug fixes, performance enhancements, and minor 
improvements that will have a positive impact on your GRANTA MI version 10 user experience: you may 
also want to update your installation if your users have been affected by any of the specific issues listed 
below in Section 3. 
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2 What’s new  

2.1 New Reports generation workflow 

Generation of analysis reports, used to analyze lists of materials or substances in a GRANTA MI database, 
is now handled independently of MI:Viewer.   

Analysis reports (also referred to as “Custom Reports”) are now placed on a background job queue. The 
queue may contain many reports, submitted by multiple users, and these are run in sequence, one at a 
time. 

Users submit reports to the queue from the Reports page 
in MI:Viewer, where they can now schedule when they 
want a report to run — as soon as possible, or at a 
scheduled time, for example, at night or over the 
weekend.  

Users no longer have to wait for reports to finish 
generating before submitting more reports or continuing 
with other tasks, while potentially long-running reports 
run in the background.  

New Report Monitor tool 

Reports that have been submitted to the queue can be 
viewed in the Report Monitor, where users can:  

• View the progress of reports they have submitted (e.g. check where they are in the queue, when 
they are scheduled to run, or if they have completed). 

• Download reports that have finished running. 

• Reschedule, edit, cancel, and delete submitted reports. 

• Run (resubmit) reports that have already run. 

 

MI Administrators can see reports submitted by all users in the Report Monitor, while users without 
administrative privileges can see only their own reports. 
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The Report Monitor tool can be accessed from links on the Reports page in MI:Viewer: 

 

It can also be accessed via this Service Layer URL: 

http://servername/mi_servicelayer/ui/jobs.htm  

Help page content for MI:Viewer has been updated to reflect the changes. 

Notes for MI Administrators 

GRANTA MI system administrators should note the following: 

• Because of dependencies between MI:Server, MI:Viewer, and the Service Layer for 
implementation of the new reports management functionality, the MI:Server, MI:Viewer and 
Service Layer software components must all be updated to the current release, GRANTA MI 10 
Update 3 / Service Layer 38. 

• Reports are generated using a new Windows service, GRANTA Async Job Service which is 
installed with the Service Layer; the service is started automatically after installation of the 
Service Layer and after a server restart. (Note however that after installing or updating the 
GRANTA MI:Reports bundle, it will be necessary to manually restart the GRANTA MI Async Job 
Service. ) 

• Users of Analysis Reports should be notified of the change in workflow as described above and in 
the MI:Viewer Help.  

• Users will need to authenticate separately to the Report Monitor in order to download and 
manage reports they have submitted from MI:Viewer, using their normal GRANTA MI 
credentials. 

• Users can schedule reports to run at times that may conflict with planned MI downtime. 

• Reports that are defined with a subsequent import step are supported via the Action menu in 
Report Monitor. 

• Report jobs that have completed will remain in the Report Monitor for 30 days, after which they 
are automatically deleted. Users can delete their own jobs via the Action menu, while Admins 
can delete any jobs.  
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2.2  Extended ‘Paste From Clipboard’ capability 

The ‘Paste From Clipboard’ functionality in MI:Viewer, where users can paste a list of record identifiers  
into the Record List (for exporting, plotting, or reporting) has been extended in this release.  Previously, 
the list of record identifiers on the clipboard had to be specified in JSON format. Now, a plain text list of 
short text attribute values copied from a text editor or a spreadsheet can be used, for example: 

 

See the MI:Viewer help for details of format requirements. 

2.3 More convenient configuration of access to analysis reports 

To enable MI:Viewer users to access analysis reports ("Custom Reports"), MI:Viewer needs to know the 
URL of the Service Layer where the reports are located. This URL configuration can now be done from 
the MI:Viewer Admin page, as well as in the MI:Viewer Configuration tool.  

Users logged in to MI:Viewer with Administrator privileges can simply click on Admin in the MI:Viewer 
toolbar, scroll down the General tab to the Custom Reports section, and then enter the Service Layer 
URL, to provide access to the analysis reports installed in the specified Service Layer.  

 

2.4 License key expiry notification in MI:Viewer 

Leading up to the expiration of your GRANTA MI license key, MI:Viewer now automatically displays a 
warning to any administrator with the appropriate privileges. An expiry warning will be displayed on 
logging in when there is less than 60 days until the license key expires. 

2.5 New Service Layer version 

This update release of GRANTA MI includes a new Service Layer, version 38.0 and a new Service Layer 
interface version 16.10, with a number of enhancements and bug fixes. You must install this new Service 
Layer version at Update 3. 
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3 Bug Fixes and Usability Improvements in this update 

3.1 MI:Server 

• MI:Server Connection tool: fixed a bug where the GRANTA MI configuration databases were not 
shown when authenticating as a user who could see many databases on the database server (for 
example, the SA user).  

• MI:Server Manager tool: improved error handling when a database is either unavailable or 
cannot be found.  

3.2 MI:Viewer 

• Improved stability with large numbers of users.  

• Changes to the way multiple frames are loaded within the MI:Viewer application window mean 
that users should see performance improvements on window load/refresh.  

• Where items in the user interface are disabled (grayed out) because they can't be used, the 
associated text (e.g. labels, attribute names) is now a slightly darker color and therefore easier to 
read.  

• When selecting tabular data summary columns to include in a Comparison Table report, the 
grayed-out tabular data attribute names can now be read more easily.  

• Fixed an issue with the way tabular data is displayed in "Full table" mode. Previously, on some 
browsers, a limit on the width of the table meant that it was sometimes not possible to see all of 
the data. Now, all the data is shown when viewing the "Full table". 

• When cells in a tabular data row contained more than one value, values that were too long to 
display in the column took up two rows, resulting in misalignment of values across the columns 
in the row. This is now fixed.  

• When editing tabular attributes, the name of the linked attribute is now shown in the 'Linking 
value' column header, consistent with what's shown when viewing the attribute.  

• Images in datasheets are now displayed in full with the "Fit to screen" option. Previously, the 
bottom of the image was clipped on some browsers.  

• When editing a direct (static) link, while selecting a record from the tree worked without any 
problem, searching for a specific record resulted in a spurious error saying that the item had 
been moved or modified. This is now fixed.  

• Fixed a bug where selecting a layout that included cross-database record link groups could result 
in an exception error.  

• Fixed a bug that could result in an error on changing the layout when operating under user 
impersonation. 

• MI:Viewer now handles functional graph data that includes labeled curves correctly. Previously, 
an error occurred when viewing or editing functional series data with labeled constraint values. 

• Fixed a bug where the Application Activity Summary and other application logs could not be 
downloaded when the web application name contained uppercase letters.  

• Dates in the Application Activity Report are now recorded in ISO format, yyyy-MM-dd. This 
ensures that, when the file is opened in Excel, the date field will be interpreted correctly, 
regardless of the user’s locale, allowing the data to be used in tables and graphs more easily. 
Note that Activity Report data generated prior to applying this update will remain in the old 
format of the server's date and time setting.  
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• Fixed a caching issue that could result in some linked tabular data being omitted from reports 
made from the Product Risk Data Module version 5.43.1 (April 2017) when the database schema 
had been modified (specifically, when a linked tabular column attribute was added to tabular 
attributes). This issue is now fixed.  

• MI:Viewer Configuration tool: fixed a layout bug where the Service Layer URL value could not be 
entered because the label overlapped the URL field in some locales.  

3.3 MI:Admin 

• Fixed a bug where setting a table-level value for a security attribute in MI:Admin had the effect 
of setting the required value for the table root record only, but not the records in the table.  
Now, if a table-level value is specified for a security attribute, this is applied to all records in the 
table where the security attribute value is not set explicitly.  

• When adding a new tabular data attribute, the default setting is now for the attribute to be 
searchable (the 'Attribute may be searched' check box is now selected by default). Previously, 
the default setting was for new tabular attributes not to be searchable.  

• Added a check in to prevent introducing conversion errors to unit systems when editing existing 
unit equations.  

3.4 MI:Toolbox 

• Fixed a bug where using the NO_VOWELS worksheet naming option in autogenerated templates 
resulted in worksheet names with a trailing space, which prevented the worksheets from being 
recognized by MI:Toolbox.  

• Named ranges for functional data in autogenerated templates now extend down to the last row 
of the worksheet. The maximum number of rows in a worksheet is 1048576 in Microsoft Excel 
2007-2016; in Microsoft Excel 2003, the limit is 65536.  

Excel Importer:  

• The default action when merging empty tabular data with non-empty existing data is now as 
stated in the documentation, that is "Delete" (the existing data is deleted).  

• Fixed a bug that prevented imports when an import template was being used to specify named 
ranges for specimen rows.  

• Corrected errors in the BlankFullExcelTemplate.xls and BlankExcelImportTemplate.xls templates 
installed in the MI:Toolbox folder: 

C:\Program Files\Granta\GRANTA MI\Toolbox\plugins\Importers\Excel\Documentation 

Previously, the Parameter Range columns were missing, resulting in functional data not being 
imported when using these templates.  

Excel Exporter: 

• Fixed a bug where Excel templates that include a single step Import Sequence worksheet were 
not available for selection as export templates in the MI:Toolbox Excel Exporter plugin.  

• When exporting version-controlled data, attempting to export the latest released and latest 
unreleased record in the same export operation resulted in an error. This is now fixed, and 
multiple versions of the same record can now be exported correctly.  

3.5 Remote Import 

• Error messages that contain accented characters are now displayed correctly in all locales.  
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3.6 Service Layer 

• Database key information is now recorded in Service Layer error log messages to make it easier 
to troubleshoot browse and search issues.  

• Subset filters are now applied consistently when fetching linked records with GetLinkedRecords 
from within the same table, across tables, and across databases.  

• The Data Import service now takes note of the content type set in the SOAP request, when 
importing inline File data. Previously, it was incorrectly ignored.  

• When Service Layer data fallback is configured in the application configuration file, the MI 
Attributes, Tables and Record Link Groups referred to in the configuration can now be specified 
in any supported version of the Service Layer Interface, rather than only the latest.  

• The Service Layer is adopting different technology for the feature that allows old versions of the 
Service Layer Interface to be supported. This runs faster and uses much less memory.  

4 Installing this release 

See the GRANTA MI Version 10 base release documentation (December 2016 release) for detailed 
server, client, and database requirements.  

For new installations or for upgrades from MI Version 9.0 or earlier, you should install this release from 
the InstallationCD as described in the GRANTA MI Installation Guide. 

If you are updating an existing MI Version 10 installation, you should apply install this update using the 
MSP patch files in the download package; see the document Installing GRANTA MI Software Updates, 
included in the update package, for step-by-step instructions, and for critical information such as any 
required hotfixes for this release. 

5 Further information and contact details 

More background on the features and benefits of GRANTA MI Version 10 is available at 
http://www.grantadesign.com/products/mi/whatsnew.htm 

If you have further questions, please email Granta Support: support@grantadesign.com 

http://www.grantadesign.com/products/mi/whatsnew.htm
mailto:support@grantadesign.com



